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1: China's Golden Age - Charles Benn - Oxford University Press
The Tang Dynasty (), traditionally regarded as the golden age of China, was a time of patricians and intellectuals,
Buddhist monks and Taoist priests, poetry and music, song and dance. In China"s Golden Age: Everyday Life in the
Tang Dynasty, Charles Benn paints a vivid picture of thelifestyle behind the grandeur of the Tang culture.

In the chaos that reigned after the fall of the Han dynasty in C. Warring clans, political murders, and foreign
invaders characterized the next four centuries in which the Three Kingdoms C. The feuding clans of China
were finally united once again in C. The Sui dynasty accomplished great feats, including another restoration of
the Great Wall of China and the construction of the Great Canal linking the eastern plains to the northern
rivers. However, the Sui taxed peasants heavily, and forced them into hard labor. Lasting only 36 years, the
Sui dynasty weakened after suffering heavy losses in fighting against Korea. It fell apart when the general
population lost faith in the government and revolted. History Repeating The rise of the Tang dynasty in China
mirrored the rise of the Han over years earlier. Like the Han dynasty before them, the Tang dynasty was
created after the fall of a ruthless leadership. And like the Han before them, the Tang dynasty had their own
powerful leader, Emperor Tai-tsung. The first emperor of the Tang dynasty, Kao-tsu C. He granted equal
amounts of land to each adult male in return for taxes and continued the trend of local government rule.
Kao-tsu also created a monetary system of copper coins and silk ribbons. He wrote a set of laws, revised every
two decades that lasted into the Ming dynasty of the 14th century. He then proceeded to murder his brothers,
and forced his father to abdicate the throne to him. Preferring his temple name, Tai-tsung took the throne in C.
The Golden Age of China had begun. The Fruits of Labor Tai-tsung maintained many of the political policies
already in place. He shrank the government at both the central and state levels. The money saved by using a
smaller government enabled Tai-tsung to save food as surplus in case of famine and to provide economic relief
for farmers in case of flooding or other disasters. Civil exams based on merit were used once again and
resulted in wise court officials. Emperor Tang Taizong commissioned this portrait of himself with 12 previous
emperors tracing back to the Han dynasty as a warning to his son, the prince, to learn from the mistakes of his
ancestors. The only major military pressure came from the Turkish frontier, but the Turks were defeated by C.
As a result of these improvements and victories, the common people were successful and content. It was
during this successful era that woodblock printing and gunpowder were invented. Meanwhile, the borders of
the Tang dynasty expanded far into Korea and central Asia. China became even larger during the Tang
dynasty than it had been during the Han. The Chinese regularly communicated with lands as far west as
Persia, present-day Afghanistan, and the Byzantine Empire. Goods and, more importantly, ideas continued to
be exchanged on the Silk Road. Buddhist missionaries had begun the difficult journey from northern India to
China as early as the 1st century C. The Tang dynasty was a period of expansion, especially in trading with
foreign lands. Caravan routes traveled as far as Syria for items ranging from glassware and tapestries to
jasmine and other exotic herbs. However, during the late Tang period the economy was suffering. The
emperor Wu-tsung, a devout Taoist, attempted to eliminate Buddhism from to C. Although the attempt to
destroy Buddhism lasted only a short time, the religion never recovered, instead beginning a steady decline in
China. The decline of Buddhism and conflicts between the Chinese and foreign traders marked the beginning
of a change in Chinese attitudes. After hundreds of years of cultural exchange, by C. Poetic Justice A great
contribution of the Tang dynasty came years after the death of Tai-tsung, when the dynasty was at its political
and economic height. The Tang dynasty was a golden age of art and literature for the Chinese. Named after the
leader of the rebel troops, the An Lu-shan Rebellion caused the deaths of countless people, including members
of the royal family, and marked the beginning of the end for the Tang dynasty. The decline of the dynasty
increased during the second half of the 9th century as factions within the central government began feuding.
These feuds led to political plots and scandals, with assassinations not uncommon. The dynasty split into ten
separate kingdoms as the central government weakened. After a series of collapses beginning around C. The
Golden Age was over. Empress Wu Zetian During the Tang dynasty, women had independence and
opportunity unmatched by any other ancient period. Trained in the classics and music, Wu Zetian became the
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only female in Chinese history to rule as empress. The Women in World History Curriculum chronicles how
she challenged Confucian beliefs about female leadership, came to power, and ruled over an empire at its
height. Engines of Our Ingenuity: This ancient technological development was lost when Tartars invaded in
the 12th century. It reemerged in the 17th century, but by then mechanical clocks had long ago rendered water
clocks obsolete. The engineering department at the University of Houston tells the details of the story here.
The early days brought land expansion and increased trade. However, foreign pressures collapsed the borders
of the empire as the dynasty declined. Amazingly, poetry flourished during the decline, but the Lu-shan
Rebellion destroyed two-thirds of the population and sealed the fate of the dynasty. Its National Academy
brought students from throughout Asia to learn religion, art and architecture. Foreigners attained high
positions in the Chinese government. Trade flourished, and cultural exchange brought new ways of thinking to
an ancient land.
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2: TANG DYNASTY LIFE | Facts and Details
The Tang Dynasty (), traditionally regarded as the golden age of China, was a time of patricians and intellectuals,
Buddhist monks and Taoist priests, poetry and music, song and dance. In China's Golden Age: Everyday Life in the
Tang Dynasty, Charles Benn paints a vivid picture of the lifestyle behind the grandeur of the Tang culture.

From the Tang discussed in the unit on the Tang Dynasty through the "pre-modern" commercial and urban
development of the Song, ca. The fact that the dynasty spans the year may make it easier for students to locate
these developments in time. The Song is distinguished by enormous commercial growth that historians refer to
as "pre-modern" in character. The growth in a the production of non-agricultural goods in a rural and
household context "cottage industries" such as silk , and in b the production of cash crops that are sold not
consumed tea , leads to the extension of market forces into the everyday life of ordinary people. When this
commercial development takes place in European history it is labeled "proto-industrial" growth by historians,
important in European history because it is succeeded by industrialization where the production moves to
cities. In Japanese history, historians see these pre-modern and proto-industrial developments taking place in
the Tokugawa period, In China, the production of nonagricultural goods at the household level begins in Song
and remains an important form of production and market development in China until the 20th century. China
is distinguished by early development in this area. Students might consider the question: Did
commercialization have to lead to industrialization, as it did in the West? This is a common assumption. Were
there other factors influencing the economic development of the West? Is the Western pattern the "norm" or
the Chinese pattern? Urbanization accompanies commercial growth and Chinese cities are the largest and most
sophisticated in the world at this time. Marco Polo came from one of the most sophisticated cities in Europe of
his time, Venice, and yet he wrote in awe of the organization of Chinese cities which he visited in the s.
During the Song there is enormous growth in Chinese population and a shift in the locus of this population to
southern China. Under the Tang dynasty, which precedes the Song, the population is concentrated in the north
of China, in the wheat growing area. After when the Southern Song makes its capital in Hangzhou, below the
Yangtze Yangzi River, there is a corresponding shift in the concentration of the Chinese population to
southern China, below the Yangtze River. Rice is the staple crop of southern China and it produces a higher
yield per acre than wheat and supports a larger population. The Grand Canal, built during the Sui Dynasty,
connects the Yangtze and the Yellow rivers, facilitating the transport of agricultural production from the south
to the north and helping to unify the economy of China. Mongols in Asia The Mongols invade China from the
north, defeat the Song, and establish the Yuan dynasty in , ruling less than one-hundred years, to The Mongol
empire spans Eurasia in the 13th and 14th centuries and facilitates trade and exchange across the Eurasian land
mass. Marco Polo visits China from ca. The Ming Voyages The Ming defeated the Mongol conquerors in and
reasserted Chinese military and political authority on land and sea. The officially sponsored Ming voyages of
admiral Zheng He Cheng He , from , provide an interesting basis for comparison of the Chinese and European
capabilities and goals of maritime trade and exploration at this time. The Ming emperors sponsored an
extraordinary series of seven voyages under the leadership of Admiral Zheng He. His huge fleets sailed the
Indian Ocean as far as the Persian Gulf and the eastern coast of Africa, proclaiming the magnificence of the
empire. While Zheng He brought lavish gifts to the states he visited and encourages their leaders to offer
tribute to the Chinese emperor, at no time did he seek to extend Chinese territory. The first of the Ming
voyages in consisted of a flotilla of 62 large ships, accompanied by smaller ships, manned by 27, men. Ming
Dynasty China at the Time of Columbus "China in was the oldest, largest, and richest civilization in the world.
Its command of science and technology far exceeded that of Europe. A strong agrarian economy ensured that
its inhabitants were better provided for than those of any other society on earth. The emperors of the Ming
dynasty presided over a vast and stable centralized bureaucracy. In addition to a hereditary aristocracy, the
governing elite was composed of scholar-officials recruited on the basis of merit through civil examinations
open to all. Many Chinese painters of the middle Ming period were themselves officials, a situation
unparalleled in the West. The idea of artist-officials arose naturally in China, where candidates for government
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were expected to practice calligraphy and compose poetry. Francis Bacon , a leading philosopher, politician,
and adviser to King James I of England, was unaware of the origins of these inventions but deeply impressed
by their significance when he wrote: These are to be seen nowhere more clearly than those three which were
unknown to the ancients the Greeks , and of which the origin, though recent, is obscure and inglorious;
namely, printing, gunpowder, and the magnet. For these three have changed the whole face and stage of things
throughout the world, the first in literature, the second in warfare, the third in navigation; whence have
followed innumerable changes; insomuch that no empire, no sect, no star, seems to have exerted greater power
and influence in human affairs than these three mechanical discoveries. During the period of the
Enlightenment in Europe s , European thinkers such as Voltaire, Leibniz, Quesnay and the Physiocrats are
interested in Chinese philosophy in the s. This is also the period when the Jesuits are active at the Chinese
court ss , serving as advisers particularly in astronomy, and relaying knowledge between Europe and China.
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3: Chinaâ€™s Golden Age: Everyday Life in the Tang Dynasty | Get Healthy Deals
The Tang Dynasty () is regarded as the golden age of China. This book paints an interesting picture of the lifestyle
behind the grandeur of the Tang culture. Various aspects of day-to-day life are presented, including crime,
entertainment, fashion, marriage, food, hygiene, dwellings, and.

Tens of thousands of foreigners lived in major Chinese cities. Chinese intermarried with nomadic peoples.
Foreigners such as Turks rose to high positions in the civil service and the military. The economy changed a
great deal in the Tang and Song dynasties, going from what was basically a subsistence economy to one in
which peasantry was active in local and long-distance trade and non-food crops such as silk were produced on
a large scale. Both the Sui and Tang Dynasties had turned away from the more feudal culture of the preceding
Northern Dynasties, in favor of staunch civil Confucianism. The governmental system was supported by a
large class of Confucian intellectuals selected through either civil service examinations or recommendations.
The Tang Chinese enjoyed feasting, drinking, holidays, sports, and all sorts of entertainment, while Chinese
literature blossomed and was more widely accessible with new printing methods. Good Websites and Sources
on the Tang Dynasty: Wikipedia ; Google Book: Metropolitan Museum of Art metmuseum. Main China Page
factsanddetails. Greenwood Press, ; 2 Schafer, Edward H. Dawn of a Golden Age, â€” A. You can help this
site a little by ordering your Amazon books through this link: Many outdoor sports and activities were enjoyed
during the Tang, including archery, hunting, horse polo, cuju football, cockfighting, and even tug of war.
Government officials were granted vacations during their tenure in office. Officials were granted 30 days off
every three years to visit their parents if they lived 1, mi 1, km away, or 15 days off if the parents lived more
than mi km away travel time not included. Between the years and , the imperial throne bestowed a total of
sixty-nine grand carnivals nationwide, granted by the emperor in the case of special circumstances such as
important military victories, abundant harvests after a long drought or famine, the granting of amnesties, the
installment of a new crown prince, etc. For special celebration in the Tang era, lavish and gargantuan-sized
feasts were sometimes prepared, as the imperial court had staffed agencies to prepare the meals. Drinking
wine and alcoholic beverages was heavily ingrained into Chinese culture, as people drank for nearly every
social event. Exotic green-eyed, blonde-haired Tocharian ladies serving wine in agate and amber cups,
singing, and dancing at taverns attracted customers. If a foreigner in China pursued a Chinese woman for
marriage, he was required to stay in China and was unable to take his bride back to his homeland, as stated in
a law passed in to protect women from temporary marriages with foreign envoys. Several laws enforcing
segregation of foreigners from Chinese were passed during the Tang dynasty. The roughly square dimensions
of the city had six miles 10 km of outer walls running east to west, and more than five miles 8 km of outer
walls running north to south. From the large Mingde Gates located mid-center of the main southern wall, a
wide city avenue stretched from there all the way north to the central administrative city, behind which was
the Chentian Gate of the royal palace, or Imperial City. Intersecting this were fourteen main streets running
east to west, while eleven main streets ran north to south. These main intersecting roads formed rectangular
wards with walls and four gates each, and each ward filled with multiple city blocks. Throughout the entire
city, there were Buddhist monasteries, 41 Daoist abbeys, 38 family shrines, 2 official temples, 7 churches of
foreign religions, 10 city wards with provincial transmission offices, 12 major inns, and 6 graveyards. Some
city wards were literally filled with open public playing fields or the backyards of lavish mansions for playing
horse polo and cuju football. In , Emperor Gaozong moved the imperial court to the Daming Palace, which
became the political center of the empire and served as the royal residence of the Tang emperors for more than
years. Waugh of the University of Washington wrote: The first really unified Chinese empire, that of the Qin,
had its capital just north of the current city. Although the Qin emperor failed to establish a lasting dynasty he
died in BCE , in some ways he is the Chinese ruler best known outside of China because of his massive tomb
complex with its models of more than soldiers and their horses, spread over some 56 square kilometers. Its
discovery in the s was arguably the most important archaeological find of the twentieth century. Recent work
on some of the other Chinese imperial tombs in the area provides a tantalizing hint of spectacular finds to
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come over the next decades. The city was looted and burned and subsequently fell to the status of simply a
provincial city when subsequent rulers chose Luoyang as their capital. Street wards are deserted and desolate;
Town dwellings are sparsely scattered. The buildings and offices, stations and bureaus, Shops and markets,
official storehouses, Are now concentrated on a single corner of the wall-- Of a hundred, barely one survives
Great bells have fallen in the ruined temple; Bell frames have collapsed and suspend no more Several
important Buddhist pilgrims and translators resided there around the beginning of the fifth century, among
them Faxian, who traveled to India, and the scholar Kumarajiva. The revival came to an end in civil strife, and
for over a century after a conquering army took the city in , it ceased to be the capital. The choice of the site
and the layout of the city were in part determined by divination with reference to astrological signs. Mather,
foreword to Xiong, p. It suffered major damage during the An Lushan rebellion in the mid-8th century, but
even toward the end of the Tang period, when the empire was in disarray, the "enormous size" of the city
impressed an Arab visitor. Zoroastrianism, Nestorianism and Manichaeism. Apart from the remarkable feat of
his journey, his great accomplishment was to bring back copies of the Indian scriptures that he spent his
remaining days translating. A stele inscribed stone pillar erected in relates the introduction of Nestorian
Christianity as early as by Syrian priests. Zoroastrianism received some impetus when the last of the Sassanian
Iranian princes Firuz took refuge in China in the s, having fled the Arab invasions. Manichaeism also was
connected with the arrival of Persians at the Tang court as early as It really flourished though only after the
An Lushan rebellion, when the Tang dynasty was saved by the support of the Manichaean Uighurs. All of
these religions and Buddhism as well suffered from religious persecutions initiated in However, it continued
to play a role in the western trade and experienced a revival under the Ming beginning in the late fourteenth
century. The southern gate Nan Men was built in The bell tower Zong Lou located at the intersection of the
main north-south streets in the exact center of the walled part of the city was built in and then rebuilt several
times. The city still preserves something of its former cosmopolitan culture, notably in its large Muslim
community. The Great Mosque Qingzhen Dasi was first built in , but the structures one sees to day date
largely are no earlier than the late Ming. Much like the seaport of Guangzhou in the south, Yangzhou boasted
thousands of foreign traders from all across Asia. With a population of about a million, Luoyang became the
second largest capital in the empire, and with its close proximity to the Luo River it benefited from southern
agricultural fertility and trade traffic of the Grand Canal. The Ming dynasty encyclopedist Song Yingxing â€”
noted that rice was not counted amongst the five grains from the time of the legendary and deified Chinese
sage Shennong the existence of whom Yingxing wrote was "an uncertain matter" into the 2nd millenniums B.
The various meats that were consumed included pork, chicken, lamb especially preferred in the north , sea
otter, bear which was hard to catch, but there were recipes for steamed, boiled, and marinated bear , and even
Bactrian camels. In the south along the coast meat from seafood was by default the most common, as the
Chinese enjoyed eating cooked jellyfish with cinnamon, Sichuan pepper, cardamom, and ginger, as well as
oysters with wine, fried squid with ginger and vinegar, horseshoe crabs and red swimming crabs, shrimp and
pufferfish, which the Chinese called "river piglet". The common people used simple methods of preservation,
such as digging deep ditches and trenches, brining, and salting their foods. Each year the emperor had laborers
carve blocks of ice from frozen creeks in mountain valleys, each block with the dimension of 3 ft 0. There
were many frozen delicacies enjoyed during the summer, especially chilled melon. Tea was viewed then as a
beverage of tasteful pleasure and with pharmacological purpose as well. During the Tang dynasty, tea became
synonymous with everything sophisticated in society. The poet Lu Tong â€” devoted most of his poetry to his
love of tea. Although wrapping paper had been used in China since the 2nd century B. Indeed, paper found
many other uses besides writing and wrapping during the Tang era. In China, there was a great demand for
sugar; during the reign of Harsha over North India r. Cotton also came from India as a finished product from
Bengal, although it was during the Tang that the Chinese began to grow and process cotton, and by the Yuan
dynasty it became the prime textile fabric in China. Wikipedia] According to Silk Road Foundation: In
everyday things, the Chinese had learned from India ways of making sugar from cane, wince from grapes, and
of making optical lenses. Spinach, garlic, mustard and peas introduced from the Silk Road, were now grown in
China. Of these the most popular were little "foreign" cakes of various kinds, especially a steamed variety
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sprinkled with sesame seeds, and cakes fried in oil. The art of making these had been introduced from the
West but they were ordinarily prepared and sold by Westerners. Of course some of the foreign recipes
required expensive imported ingredients was costly. Especially popular were aromatic and spicy dishes. The
taste for all sorts of foreign luxuries and wonders permeated every social class and every part of daily life.
Horses were imported from Karashar and Kucha, glass goblet from Byzantium, jade from Khotan, medicine
from Kashimir and India, crystals and agate from Samarkand and cotton from Turfan. In exchange, silk
textiles, tea, paper, ceramics and above all, ideas and technology moved into these regions. Court ladies wore
"Uighur chignons. Metalwork of bronze, gold and silver flourished with Persian designs. Pottery and porcelain
became more and more beautiful. One aspect of the figurines which has attracted much interest is the
frequency of foreign faces among them. The artists of Tang loved to show the gods and saints of foreign lands
and the sculptors loved horses and alien faces. The exoticism in the arts showed the foreigners were widely
active in Chinese life. Foreign activities in fields such as the Palace Guard, entertainment and commerce are
frequently reflected in the figurines. The strange features of these foreigners which most struck the Chinese,
then as now, were their great noses and hairy faces, features which were a gift to the craftsmen in clay. He was
a Khotanese and came to the Chinese court in the mid 7th century. He brought a new painting style of Iranian
origin and had profound influence in Chinese Buddhist art. He was credited with having helped bring the
Western technique of using a line of unvarying thickness to outline figures -- the "iron-wire" line -- to the
Buddhist temples in many Chinese cities. This included a 3 ft 0. This intricate device used a hydraulic pump
that siphoned wine out of metal dragon-headed faucets, as well as tilting bowls that were timed to dip wine
down, by force of gravity when filled, into an artificial lake that had intricate iron leaves popping up as trays
for placing party treats. When the cup was 80 percent full, the dragon ceased spewing ale, and a guest
immediately seized the goblet. If he was slow in draining the cup and returning it to the leaf, the door of a
pavilion at the top of the mountain opened and a mechanical wine server, dressed in a cap and gown, emerged
with a wooden bat in his hand. There was also an automatic wine-server known in the ancient Greco-Roman
world, a design of Heron of Alexandria that employed an urn with an inner valve and a lever device similar to
the one described above. Other devices included one by Wang Ju, whose "wooden otter" could allegedly catch
fish; Needham suspects a spring trap of some kind was employed here. In , Emperor Xuanzong had a "Cool
Hall" built in the imperial palace, which the Tang Yulin describes as having water-powered fan wheels for air
conditioning as well as rising jet streams of water from fountains.
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4: Culture of the Song dynasty - Wikipedia
The Tang Dynasty (), traditionally regarded as the golden age of China, was a time of patricians and intellectuals,
Buddhist monks and Taoist priests, poetry and music, song and dance.

During the Tang rule China experienced a time of peace and prosperity that made it one of the most powerful
nations in the world. This time period is sometimes referred to as the Golden Age of Ancient China. He helped
to put a new child emperor on the throne, but Li Yuan really ruled the country as Prime Minister. When the
old Emperor Yang was assassinated, Li Yuan then declared himself as emperor and established the Tang
Dynasty. Technology and Inventions Many advancements in the areas of engineering and technology were
made during the Tang Dynasty. Perhaps the most important was the invention of woodblock printing.
Woodblock printing allowed books to be printed in mass production. This helped to increase literacy and to
pass on knowledge throughout the empire. The first full-length book to be printed was the Diamond Sutra in
Another major invention of the time was gunpowder. Although it would continue to be perfected over
hundreds of years, gunpowder was mostly used for fireworks during the Tang Dynasty. The people believed
that fireworks could help to scare off evil spirits. Other inventions included a ceramic called porcelain,
advances in mapmaking, gas cylinders for natural gas, advances in medicine, and advancements in clock
making. Culture The arts flourished during the Tang Dynasty. It was during this time that poetry became an
integral part of the Chinese culture. Poetry was a required study for those who wished to pass the civil service
exams. Talented poets were well-respected and often recited their poetry as entertainment at parties. While the
Tang Dynasty is most famous for its poetry, other arts also became popular during this time. Many forms of
literature were written including short stories, encyclopedias, and histories. Also painting was very popular
and the era produced famous painters such as Wu Daozi, Wang Wei also a famous poet , and Zhou Fang. It
even reached west as far as Afghanistan. It took a very organized government to control all of this territory.
The Tang established a detailed code of laws and administrative functions. They taxed the people based on
their land and also required that farmers serve in the army for a period of time. It was here that the emperor
lived and ruled over his vast empire. Government officials were assigned based on their scores on the civil
service examinations. In an effort to get the best talent into the government, examinations were more open to
men of the non-noble classes than with previous dynasties. There were even government run schools to help
educate more people. Religion At the start of the Tang Dynasty the emperors were tolerant of many religions.
Buddhism became a very popular religion throughout China. However, near the end of the dynasty, the rulers
made Confucianism the national religion and banned all other religions. Many Buddhist monasteries and
temples were shut down. Decline and Fall Over time, the Tang Dynasty began to weaken due to government
corruption and high taxes. The Tang managed to halt the rebellion, but the government never fully recovered.
In the dynasty came to an end when a general named Zhu Wen removed the last Tang emperor and took
power. It was during the Tang Dynasty that drinking tea became a leisure activity and the author Lu Yu wrote
a description on the art of drinking tea called the Classic of Tea. Toilet paper was invented during this time. A
census taken by the government in showed that there were around 50 million people living in China. It is
estimated that the total population of the city and the countryside around it totaled nearly 2 million people.
Activities Take a ten question quiz about this page. Listen to a recorded reading of this page: Your browser
does not support the audio element. For more information on the civilization of Ancient China:
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5: China's Golden Age : Everyday Life in the Tang Dynasty by Charles D. Benn (, Paperback) | eBay
China's Golden Age: Everyday Life in the Tang Dynasty The Tang Dynasty (), traditionally regarded as the golden age of
China, was a time of patricians and intellectuals, Buddhist monks and Taoist priests, poetry and music, song and dance.

A Song teapot in the Qingbai style, from Jingdezhen. Longquan ware black stoneware vase with celadon
glaze, Song dynasty. A cut and engraved sandstone and celadon jar from Yaozhou in Shaanxi, 10thâ€”11th
century. Stoneware with greenish glaze, Northern Song, 10th to 11th century. A small celadon tripod from
Yaozhou in Shaanxi, dated to the late 10th century. A small "qinbai" porcelain jar from Jingdezhen in Jiangxi,
11thâ€”12th century. Gray sandstone dish with a celadon coating, decorated with a peony motif, from
Yaozhou in Shaanxi, 11thâ€”12th century. A funerary porcelain figurine in the personification of the Chinese
zodiac , from Jingdezhen in Jiangxi, 12th century. Celadon plate from Yaozhou in Shaanxi, 10thâ€”11th
century. A Song ceramic box with floral medallions A Southern Song â€” vase with applied dragons and
painted floral sprays A Song five-tubed jar with lotus petal design, made of Longquan celadon A pair of
stoneware tea bowls from the Song Seated Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara Guanyin , wood and pigment, 11th
century The bodhisattva Kuan-yan Guanyin , Northern Song dynasty, China, c. Chinese literature , Chinese
poetry , and Song poetry Chinese literature during the Song period contained a range of many different genres
and was enriched by the social complexity of the period. Although the earlier Tang dynasty is viewed as the
zenith era for Chinese poetry particularly the shi style poetry of Du Fu , Li Bai , Bai Juyi , there were
important poetic developments by famous poets of the Song era, with the flourishing of the ci form being
especially being associated with Song poetry. Song developments in poetry included the works of the social
critic and pioneer of the "new subjective style" Mei Yaochen â€” , the politically controversial yet renowned
master Su Shi â€” , the eccentric yet brilliant Mi Fu â€” , the premier Chinese female poet Li Qingzhao â€” ,
and many others. Although having roots in the Liang dynasty â€” AD , and further development during the
brief existence of the Southern Tang immediate preceding the Song, the ci form of Chinese poetry found its
greatest acceptance and popularity during the Song dynasty, and was used by most Song poets. The high court
Chancellor Fan Zhongyan â€” , ardent Neo-Confucian Ouyang Xiu â€” , the great calligrapher Huang Tingjian
â€” , and the military general Xin Qiji â€” were especially known for their ci poetry, amongst many others.
The great ci poet Li Yu who ruled the Southern Tang under the name Li Houzhu wrote some of his most
famous works during his time as a prisoner at the first Song court, following the demise of his former
kingdom: Li Yu is an important transitional figure, sometimes considered to be the first major Song poet, and
sometimes acclaimed as the last major Tang poet. Historiography in literature remained prominent during the
Song, as it had in previous ages and would in successive ages of China. Along with Song Qi, the essayist and
historian Ouyang Xiu were responsible for compiling the New Book of Tang by , covering the history of the
Tang dynasty. Chancellor Sima Guang â€” , the political nemesis of Wang Anshi â€” , was responsible for
heading a team of scholars that compiled the enormous historical work of the Zizhi Tongjian , a universal
history completed in AD with a total of over 3 million written Chinese characters in volumes. There were also
very large encyclopedic works written in the Song period, such as the Four Great Books of Song compiled
first by Li Fang in the 10th century and fully edited by the time of Cefu Yuangui in the 11th century. The
largest of these was the publication of the Prime Tortoise of the Record Bureau , a massive encyclopedia
consisting of 9. There were also rhyme dictionaries written during the Song dynasty, such as the Jiyun of
Although Neo-Confucianism became dominant over Buddhism in China during this period, there was still a
significant amount of Buddhist literature. There were many technical and scientific writings during the Song
period. The two most eminent authors of the scientific and technical fields were Shen Kuo â€” and his
contemporary Su Song â€” Shen Kuo published his Dream Pool Essays in AD, an enormous encyclopedic
book that covered a wide range of subjects, including literature, art, military strategy, mathematics, astronomy,
meteorology, geology, geography, metallurgy, engineering, hydraulics, architecture, zoology, botany,
agronomy, medicine, anthropology, archeology, and more. Chinese opera and Beijing opera Theatre and
drama in China trace their roots back to the academy of music known as the Pear Garden , founded in the early
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8th century during the Tang dynasty. However, historian Stephen H. West asserts that the Northern Song era
capital Kaifeng was the first real center where the performing arts became "an industry, a conglomerate
involving theatre, gambling, prostitution, and food.
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6: Tang Dynasty â€” The Golden Age [www.enganchecubano.com]
The Tang Dynasty (), traditionally regarded as the golden age of China, was a time of patricians and intellectuals,
Buddhist monks and Taoist priests, poetry and music, song and dance. In China's Golden Age: Everyday Life in the
Tang Dynasty, Charles Benn paints a vivid picture of the.

The popularization of woodblock printing during the Tang dynasty made the written word available to greater
audiences. As a result of the much wider distribution and circulation of reading materials, the general populace
were for the first time able to purchase affordable copies of texts, which correspondingly led to greater
literacy. Of this, he said: We have an extensive penny literature at home, but the English cottager cannot buy
anything like the amount of printed matter for his penny that the Chinaman can for even less. A penny
Prayer-book, admittedly sold at a loss, cannot compete in mass of matter with many of the books to be bought
for a few cash in China. When it is considered, too, that a block has been laboriously cut for each leaf, the
cheapness of the result is only accounted for by the wideness of sale. Chinese playing cards A Chinese printed
playing card dated c. Playing cards may have been invented during the Tang dynasty around the 9th century
AD as a result of the usage of woodblock printing technology. It received commentary by writers of
subsequent dynasties. However these cards did not contain suits or numbers. Instead, they were printed with
instructions or forfeits for whoever drew them. Using paper money was inconvenient and risky so they were
substituted by play money known as "money cards". One of the earliest games in which we know the rules is
Madiao , a trick-taking game , which dates to the Ming Dynasty â€” Fifteenth century scholar Lu Rong
described it is as being played with 38 "money cards" divided into four suits: The two latter suits had Water
Margin characters instead of pips on them [18]: The suit of coins is in reverse order with 9 of coins being the
lowest going up to 1 of coins as the high card. The mechanical gear systems of Zhang Heng and Ma Jun fl. Its
design was improved c. They provided a steelyard balance that allowed seasonal adjustment in the pressure
head of the compensating tank and could then control the rate of flow for different lengths of day and night.
This included a 0. Wooden statues of tomb guardians; mechanical-driven wooden statues served as
cup-bearers, wine-pourers, dancers, and others in this age. If he was slow in draining the cup and returning it
to the leaf, the door of a pavilion at the top of the mountain opened and a mechanical wine server, dressed in a
cap and gown, emerged with a wooden bat in his hand. As soon as the guest returned the goblet, the dragon
refilled it, the wine server withdrew, and the doors of the pavilion closed In , Emperor Gaozong of Tang r. The
whole set of star maps contained 1, stars. Structural engineering[ edit ] In the realm of technical Chinese
architecture , there were also government standard building codes, outlined in the early Tang book of the
Yingshan Ling National Building Law. When the Tang chancellor Pei Ju was working for the Sui dynasty as a
Commercial Commissioner in , he created a well-known gridded map with a graduated scale in the tradition of
Pei Xiu Despite this, the earliest extant terrain maps of China come from the ancient State of Qin ; maps from
the 4th century BC that were excavated in These included a waterproof and dust-repelling cream or varnish
for clothes and weapons, fireproof cement for glass and porcelain wares, a waterproof cream applied to silk
clothes of underwater divers , a cream designated for polishing bronze mirrors, and many other useful
formulas.
7: Read Full China Golden Age Everyday Life In The Tang Dynasty Downloading FREE TextBooks
Around CE, the T'ang Dynasty took over leadership of China. This dynasty managed to end the Age of Division, and all
the squabbling. They pulled China together again as one country. (The Qin Dynasty pulled it together first.) Golden Age
of China: This was China's golden age. People were happy.

8: The Fall Of The Golden Age The Tang Dynasty | www.enganchecubano.com
The subtitle of Benn's book is "everyday life in the Tang dynasty" and appropriately so. The first chapter provides a brief
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history of the T'ang, from its founding in to its replacement by the Sui in

9: Science and technology of the Tang dynasty - Wikipedia
The rise of the Tang dynasty in China mirrored the rise of the Han over years earlier. Like the Han dynasty before them,
the Tang dynasty was created after the fall of a ruthless leadership. And like the Han before them, the Tang dynasty had
their own powerful leader, Emperor Tai-tsung.
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